COMMUNITY CONSULTATION ON
ON THE CITY REINSTATEMENT PLAN
-- Background Document –

On Nov 2019, the CSST project team presented modifications to the Reinstatement Landscaping
Plan submitted to the 2019 June Park Vision Community Consultation by the CSST team and
asked for community views, comments and suggestions by mid-January.
In anticipation of the January 12 public consultation meeting, modifications made to the
Reinstatement Plan have been described by Cindy in the December issue of the New Edinburgh
News (page 2, Community Input on Reinstatement) and, a schematic of the proposed
Reinstatement Plan has been posted on the Park Vision page of the www.newedinburgh.ca
website, inviting views and comments by email to newedinburgh@outlook.com by January 6.
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The January 12 consultation on the reinstatement of New Edinburgh and Stanley Parks will
focus on issues of importance to the community, as the reinstatement will affect the daily life
of members of the New Edinburgh community. The information posted today presents a Park
Vision perspective on will be important to keep in mind, when considering the modifications
proposed to the Reinstatement Landscaping Plan.
The information presented focusses on two important Park Vision goals to achieve through the
reinstatement: (1) how to ensure the sustainability of the reinstatement plan in effectively
restoring nature in the parks; and, (2) given the CSST potential to permanently disrupt
communities and park users (related to the presence of control buildings and access hatches) to
consider a reconfiguration of the space, pathways and vegetation to ensure effective
restoration of the experience of users in the parks.
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Information Appended include:
 Considerations: Applying a Park Vision perspective to the reinstatement;
 NCC contractual framework for construction and operations of CSST in the park,
including
o Stakeholders responsibility; conditions for the use of the land and Stantec
Environmental Evaluation Report to the NCC;
o A brief description of the CSST infrastructure in the park with a focus on
permanent operations and maintenance activities; and;
o Various exhibits as visual support in locating the infrastructure in the park and
identifying pathways and potential permanent disturbance spots related to
regular inspections and maintenance activities in the park.
CONSIDERATIONS

Applying a Park Vision perspective to the proposed Reinstatement Landscaping Plan
Keeping in mind that, even with all the cautionary mitigating measures taken during the CSST
construction, major damages were caused to New Edinburgh and Stanley Park’s natural
landscape. These may represent the most important shock to Stanley Park’s unique natural
wild life habitat that it had to sustain in a generation and efforts made now towards the
restoration and protection of the parks natural environment will bear fruits for generations to
come.
Considering that post construction, an important portion of the parks’ natural environment
will be left in rough shape; a section of “the little forest” has been taken over by the Odor
Control Facility; the soil has been compacted throughout the construction perimeter; and, the
roots of some big trees close to the perimeter may have been damaged and in need of healing
— There will be a need to ensure the sustainability of the Reinstatement Landscaping Plan.
Information and expertise on the character and properties of the trees and bushes chosen for
plantation; the right type of surrounding environments and the quality of the soil are all
important considerations for providing the new trees and vegetation with the right conditions
to grow and thrive in their new environment with minimal maintenance.
Considering that the sewer storage construction activities in the park will have not only upset
the balance of nature in the park — its operations will further disrupt the boundaries of the
space used daily by the residents and by the community for social and cultural activities in the
park — the reinstatement as proposed will not be effective in restoring the experience of users.
To be effective, the regeneration of nature in the park will require more time and more
resources.
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Consideration of an important investment in Stanley Park green infrastructure from the three
levels of governments that have contributed to the financing of the CSST infrastructure and a
commitment towards the regeneration and preservation of Stanley Park natural wild life
habitat may provide for a full restoration of the special character of Stanley park as a place
where everyone can enjoy the benefits of nature in the City. The entire community could get
involve in the reinstatement, including the children.

The meaning of reinstatement and the proposed CSST landscaping objective
Site Restoration. As presented in Stantec, site restoration would include: • Backfill and grading;
• Reinstatement of pathways; and, • Restoration of vegetation and landscaping.
Anyone with a stake in the reinstatement comes to the table with a different perspective and
interpretation of what it means to reinstate. These different perspectives are important to
consider in exploring alternative solutions. Success in restoration will depend on how the
different parties involved — in this instance: the contractor; the City; the NCC; and the New
Edinburgh community will chose to interpret their “reinstatement” obligations.
Stakeholders responsibility; conditions for the use of the land and Stantec Environmental
Evaluation Reports recommendations to the NCC as it relates to the reinstatement are
stipulated in NCC Federal Land Use Approval, (FLUA).
The NCC leadership role in the CSST, has been triggered by the granting of easements of NCCowned federal lands to enable the City to construct and operate the sewage storage
infrastructure in Stanley Park.
The CSST project proponents have to reinstate to the satisfaction of the NCC and incorporate
the mitigating measures recommended by Stantec in their landscaping plan. To a large extent,
their reinstatement objective is to replace one tree cut by 2 small trees planted and to screen
the access to the infrastructure necessary for CSST regular operations and maintenance
activities in the Park. Consideration of FLUA’s conditions for CSST construction and operations
on federal land as well as Stantec environmental effects recommendations will be important in
looking at reinstatement alternatives.
NCC conditions for the use of the land are stipulated in FLUA, including the need for the project
proponents to reinstate the land after the construction. It also includes mitigating measures
recommended in Stantec Environmental Effects Evaluation report to NCC (March 13,
2015). (appended, information from the NCC Federal Land Use Approval and Stantec
Environmental Effects Evaluation (EEE) you may find useful to consider in evaluating the
reinstatement landscaping plan)
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For members of the New Edinburgh community, some who have experienced and enjoyed
Stanley Park’s natural environment and its wild life on a daily basis for more than 30 years, a
number of trees planted here and there will not suffice to replace their loss. The New
Edinburgh community expects nothing less from the reinstatement plan than for their whole
experience of nature in the park to be effectively restored.

CSST Operations Requirements
Because of the CSST operations, the direct disturbances expected for the park user are surface
activities during maintenance and operations and potential odours.




Maintenance for (Site 5b) and IOS will be once every three months and for (Site 5a),
approximately twice per month.
Operations will occur after (during?) the approximately 15 rain events occurring in the
warm months of the year.
Odours are expected to occur sometimes around the site.

Site 5, New Edinburgh and Stanley Parks, being the control site for CSST operations, knowledge
of CSST functional requirements — routine inspection and maintenance requirements to the
tunnel itself, the gates, weirs, flow and level sensors, access shafts, diversion chambers, flushing
mechanism and odor control units can provide a practical basis for evaluating the site of
potential disturbances from the CSST operations. It is also an essential consideration for
assessing the sustainability of the reinstatement possibilities.
Community consideration of CSST immediate and future operational requirements will also
present opportunities for community views to be heard by stakeholders on the reinstatement
plan and allow consideration of longer term suggestions to restore the community users
experience in the park. For these reasons and because decisions taken now in the context of
the reinstatement may affect future possibilities for longer horizon restoration, knowledge of
the key functioning requirements of the CSST will be a key consideration in looking at
alternative reinstatement possibilities.

Cleaning, Filling or Dewatering the CSST
The CSST will have three primary modes of operation:
1. Flushing mode, automatically completes a cleaning of the EWT Tunnel and NST Tunnel.
It is anticipated that periodic flushing of the EWT and NST may be required following
storage events to prevent the buildup of debris/sediment within the tunnel and to
reduce the risk of subsequent odors forming and being released from the tunnel.
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2. Dry weather mode after flushing, the CSST returns to dry weather mode.
3. Wet weather mode the interconnected East-West and North-South Tunnels will store
excess combined sewage from the pertinent Collectors /Regulators (Keefer) and, once a
wet weather event has passed discharge flows by gravity to the IOS at the downstream
end (Stanley Park).
Connecting the EWT (Site 5a) to the IOS will provide an opportunity for the City to occasionally
divert flows from the IOSs to the CSST to accommodate future inspections, repairs and
maintenance along the IOSs.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CSST Infrastructure operations and maintenance
requirements (Site 5, New Edinburgh and Stanley Parks)
Required for the capture of combined sewage from the Rideau River Collector (RRC) and the
outflow control from the East-West Tunnel (EWT). An Overflow Diversion Sewer (5b) shown
above at the south end of the RRC diversion sewer, in Stanley Park and an RRC Overflow
Diversion Chamber (5c) at Queen Victoria and River Lane.
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• RRC OVERFLOW DIVERSION SEWER (5b) in Stanley Park. Directing combined sewage from
the RRC/John Street overflow pipe to the CSST East-West Tunnel (5a). A Back Flow Preventer
Flap Gate will be configured at the 3 m diameter access shaft (5b) to ensure that flows from
the Interceptor Outfall Sewer (IOS) in Stanley Park do not back up this diversion sewer to the
RRC Overflow Sewer at River Lane and Queen Victoria.

• RRC OVERFLOW DIVERSION CHAMBER (5c) is proposed on the RRC Overflow Sewer at the
intersection of River Lane and Queen Victoria (5c). This Chamber captures and conveys excess
combined sewage from the RRC to the EWT. An Isolation Gate is proposed where the RRC
Overflow Diversion Sewer connects to the RRC Outlet Chamber (5c) at Queen Victoria and
River Lane.
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Operational control and Support Facilities required to connect the RRC Overflow Diversion
Sewer (5b) in Stanley Park to the EWT (5a) in New Edinburgh Park and, the EWT to the
Interceptor Outfall Sewer (IOS) in Stanley Park.

• EWT OUTLET CHAMBER (5a), New Edinburgh Park. A surge attenuation tank to control the
storage and subsequent release sequence into the EWT, and attenuate and dissipate the
energy from the forward and backward waves of water that can materialize as the tunnel fills
and water at this downstream location meets with a closed outlet to the IOS. It will direct
EWT flows to the IOS Connection Chamber in Stanley Park and receive flows from the
RRC Overflow Diversion Sewer (5b) in Stanley Park. A Modular Gate is proposed at the EWT
Outlet Chamber to isolate the EWT from the IOS and control the rate at which the EWT is
dewatered into the IOS.
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At surface level, the EWT Outlet Chamber (5a) has a 3 m by 3 m metal hatch to allow for
maintenance equipment access as well as for daylight and ventilation for worker. Two smaller
person access hatches are also configured. Part of the Chamber Roof will extend between 250
and 300 mm above the ground and will be screened from the pathways by vegetation as part of
the site restoration.
• CARBON-ODOR CONTROL FACILITY (OCF), New Edinburgh Park. The proposed
storage tunnel and its interconnection with the existing collection system has the potential of
changing the air dynamics of the system and thereby create new exhaust points which may be
of concerns for odors.
• PROCESS CONTROLS, (Site 5) will be housed in a 4 m by 7 m building located in New
Edinburgh Park. The OCF will continue to draw air from the Keefer Regulator (RRC, IOS, and
local sewers) to provide the same functionality. As the gate closed at the bottom end, the air
will be pushed upstream within the CSST. Air from the CSST will then be treated by other
OCFs at other upstream locations. To mitigate potential odors from air expulsion from the
tunnels, the OCF should be located close to the source of any expelled air.
• IOS is a large diameter trunk sewer that intercepts the RRC at River Lane/ Keefer Street, at an
underground facility called the Keefer Regulator. The IOS acts like a relief valve to mitigate
the risk of sewer backups and basement flooding. During large rain events, the IOS reaches
capacity and the Keefer Regulator directs the balance of the flow as a Combined Sewer
Overflows (CSO) to the Ottawa River via the old RRC overflow along River Lane/John Street.
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• CSST/IOS CONNECTION CHAMBER, Stanley Park. A 6 m diameter IOS Connection
Chamber built over the existing IOS for connecting the EWT to the IOS. Located at the end of
the EWT it acts as a control point for draining the EWT/NST to the IOS in Stanley Park.
At surface level, the IOS connection Chamber in Stanley Park will remain buried with a
removable concrete panel for equipment access. Only a riser large enough for a person access
hatch will extend to the surface. The IOS Connection Chamber will be in an area of Stanley
Park, to be reforested and will be screened.
• VENTILATION DUCTS proposed at the EWT Outlet Chamber (5a) would be directed to a stack
located on the bio-filter site. Ventilation ducts are also proposed at the IOS Connection
Chamber in Stanley Park. Direct ventilation of the IOS in Stanley Park would terminate near
the bio-filter site for future extension when the bio-filter facility is upgraded.

Regular maintenance schedule for the infrastructure in Stanley Park
• RRC Diversion Sewer (Site 5b), Stanley Park, approximately once every three months
• EWT Outlet Chamber, (Site 5a) New Edinburgh Park, approximately twice per month
• IOS Connection Chamber, (IOS) Stanley Park, approximately once every three months
APPENDIX 1
(Compilation of excerpts from NCC FLUA and Stantec Environmental Effects Assessment)
• Stanley Park Strong Distinctive Identity. The distinctive natural wilderness of Stanley Park
has been captured in a nutshell by Rob Mclennan in Ottawa the Unknown City, in 2008, just
prior to the City planning for the CSST: “New Edinburgh Park, Stanley Avenue and Dufferin
Road: on the eastern bank of the Rideau River this park has plenty of wildlife, including blue
herons, muskrats, turtles, and butterflies. In the winter, there is an outdoor skating rink.
• The meaning of reinstatement. Everyone that has a stake in the reinstatement of the
construction site has a different interpretation of what it means to reinstate. For members of
the New Edinburgh community who have, some for more than 30 years, interacted with
Stanley Parkʼs natural environment and its wild life on a daily basis, a number of trees planted
here and there will not suffice to replace (at least in their life time) their loss. What the
community expect is for their whole experience of nature in the park to be effectively
restored.
• Protocol for permanent collaboration. An all Stanley Park stakeholdersʼ commitment to the
regeneration and protection of Stanley Parkʼs natural environment could provide the
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foundation for the establishment of a protocol for dealing with the multiple jurisdictions
involved in the repairs, maintenance, or a future expansion of the sewer storage activities in
the park. Considering the complexity of the City/CSST permanent operations activities in the
park, and the coordination efforts required to deal with the multiplicity of stakeholders, the
establishment of a protocol for dealing with multiple stakeholders on matters affecting the
New-Edinburgh/ Stanley Parks could go a long way in saving time and resources that could be
applied to improving Stanley Park environment.
• Park Vision — Longer Horizon. As the NCC prepares to update its Core Area Sector Plan, we
will have the opportunity to explore possibilities for pursuing the restoration of Stanley Park
and its ecological corridor (linking Beechwood to Sussex, including the Rideau River banks)
and to propose that Stanley Park natural environment be recognized as a Capital Core Area
and protected for its contribution to human and community health, its wild life habitat and its
trees, as an important green infrastructure climate regulator.
• Landscaping plan approved at 70% by the NCC. ...the importance of the construction and
staging land requirements will require relatively significant vegetation removal, including
trees. However “...the loss of trees will be compensated trough new plantings in accordance
with the planting plan attached to this approval (drawing 5L03) — NCC Federal Land Use
Approval, September 2015, p.2
• Improvements made through NCC review. Removed trees will be compensated with denser
planting, as appropriate, including a better mix of native species, and ...a revised path layout
system, with open views on the curve of the main Capital Pathway and heavy screening of the
Cityʼs infrastructure, will enhance the experience of park users.—NCC Federal Land Use
Approval, September 2015, p.3
• Design and environmental conditions. Following construction, the site must be reinstated to
the satisfaction of the NCC. ...All mitigation measures identified in the [Stantec]
Environmental Effects Evaluation Report...must be implemented by the Proponent.—NCC
Federal Land Use Approval, p.4
• Environmental effects to be considered. Pursuant to the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Agency Act (CEAA), 2012. For the NCC, the evaluation requirement has been
triggered by the granting of easements to the City of NCC owned federal lands that will
enable the proposed sewage infrastructure. For Stantec, all environmental effects considered
under section 67 of the CEAA 2012 must result from a component of the project located on
federal lands...or are linked to a federal decision (as per para 5(2)(a) without regard as to
whether the effects are on ʻfederal components of the environment”—Stantec,
Environmental Effects Evaluation, March 2015, Section 3.2.2
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• Urban Green Space/Open Space. The implementation of combined sewage storage will lead
to some temporary disruption of open space and may also result in the loss of some green
space and vegetation removal where control buildings and/or access hatches are required.
...High cultural heritage values are associated with tank sites at Confederation Park, Rideau
Hall and Stanley-Sussex. As a general rule, the construction of a tunnel and its access shafts
are expected to lead to less localized surface disturbance. —Stantec Environmental Study
Report, January 2013, Section 3.6.1and 3.6.2
• IOS Redundancy (partial). The existing IOS was built in the 1960s and will require inspection
and subsequent cleaning and rehabilitation in the future. The East-West (EWT) tunnel
essentially provides a twinning of a portion of the IOS. ...In the event of a major IOS failure
within the downtown core, the EWT could also be used to capture and convey the bulk of
existing inflows to the IOS with a connection back to the IOS at the RRC junction in Stanley
Park. —Stantec Evironmental Study Report, January 2013, Section 4.1.4.3
• Odor Control. Store wastewater within the tunnels following a storage event may have the
potential to produce odours, which may in turn create complaints from area residents and/or
business if not treated. ...odour control systems on the upper end of each tunnel (i.e.
Lebreton Flats (Stanley Park) and Caherine) will draw air from the tunnel as it fills, allowing
exhausted air to be treated at specific location during events. —Stantec Environmental Study
Report, January 2013, Section 4.1.4.4
• Vegetation. During construction of the Project, mature trees will be removed from the park.
...there will likely be a measurable cumulative environmental effect on vegetation, specifically
on mature trees. However, identified physical activities are expected to include planting to
replace the trees removed and vegetation is expected to return to existing conditions or
better. Success of trees replantation in the area should be monitored by the NCC and the City
of Ottawa. —Stantec Environmental Effects Evaluation, March 2015, Section
8.3.5
• Wild Life mitigation measures. Song Sparrow and red-eye vireo have been predicted to show
a decline in their overall population as the City continues to grow with increased
development. The following mitigation measures for song sparrow may be implemented by
the City and the NCC to reduce the cumulative environmental effects of this Project in
combination with other projects and activities: •maintain or increase shrub cover and
hedgerows; •implement constructed habitat features such as brush piles; •allow for
naturalized landscapes. —Stantec Environmental Effects Evaluation, March 2015, Section,
8.3.6
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